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 The lack of adherence to health behaviors in cardiac rehabilitation (CR) is 

the leading cause of recurrent myocardial infarction (MI) in Indonesia. This 

randomized control trial (RCT) study was conducted to examine the effect of 

a family based self-efficacy enhancing cardiac rehabilitation program on self-

efficacy in cardiac health behaviors, health behaviors, and clinical outcomes 

among MI patients in Indonesia. Sixty MI patients who met the inclusion 

criteria were randomized by the modified stratified-block method and 

assigned into either the control group or the experimental group. The patients 

in the experimental group received the program during phase I over two days 

and continued to phase II of CR with weekly follow-up sessions. Patients 

were asked to complete the Self-Efficacy in Cardiac Health Behaviors Scale 

(SECHBS) and the Modified Myocardial Infarction Health Behaviors 

Questionnaire (Modified MIHBQ). The results revealed that self-efficacy, 

health behaviors, and clinical outcomes such as fasting blood glucose, total 

cholesterol, LDL, triglyceride, and BMI of the patients after receiving the 

intervention were significantly better than before receiving the intervention, 

except for blood pressure, and HDL levels. Self-efficacy, health behaviors, 

and clinical outcomes such as total cholesterol, LDL, and triglyceride were 

significantly better in patients in the experimental group than those in the 

control group (p < 0.05), except for blood pressure, HDL, BMI, and blood 

glucose levels (p > 0.05). In conclusion, the family based self-efficacy 

enhancing cardiac rehabilitation program shows evidence of effectiveness in 

enhancing self-efficacy, health behaviors, and some clinical outcomes in MI 

patients. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Myocardial infarction (MI) is the leading cause of death and disability worldwide [1]. More than a 

million people in Indonesia and approximately 227.364 people in West Java Province of Indonesia were 

diagnosed with coronary heart disease (CHD) in 2013 [2]. Despite the proven effectiveness of treatments, 

recurrent cardiac events are still the critical issue among patients with MI. About one-fifth (21.2%) of 

patients were still reported to have a recurrent MI after receiving treatment [3]. Therefore, the prevention of 

recurrent cardiac events through cardiac rehabilitation (CR) is essential for MI patients.  

Although CR has been shown to have favorable effects, only one-third of patients experiencing a 

cardiac event undergo CR [4]. In Indonesia, the implementation of CR is considerably underutilized due to 

distance from facility, socio-economic status, low or no physician referral to CR, low motivation, as well as 
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insurance coverage and payment [5]. Moreover, the lack of adherence to health behaviors, which are the core 

components of CR, have been identified as the leading cause of recurrent MI and readmission of patients to 

hospital in Indonesia [6]. Therefore, modifying risk factors related to improper health behaviors are important 

in a CR program to reduce and prevent the recurrence of a cardiac event. 

Based on the American Heart Association (AHA)’s recommendations, the health behaviors that are 

included as core components of cardiac rehabilitation and secondary prevention are medication adherence, 

exercise, dietary modification, stress management, and smoking cessation [7]. Kang, Yang, and Kim [8] 

reported that self-efficacy was the factor with the most influence on health behaviors. Self-efficacy is an 

individual’s confidence to successfully behave in a certain way [9]. Therefore, health behaviors of MI 

patients need to be promoted by manipulating self-efficacy using self-efficacy-based intervention [10]. 

Previous research studies have tried to provide interventions based on the self-efficacy theory [11]-

[13]. In fact, previous studies concerned in participation in CR and hospital readmissions [12], showed 

insignificant results for any behaviors such as diet and smoking cessation [13], and did not investigate 

clinical outcomes and smoking cessation [11]. Whereas smoking was a significant risk factor for MI and 

death [14]. 

Despite the study of Ahyana [11] showed significantly positive effects, participants still reported 

some barriers towards dietary behaviors and medication adherence due to the eating culture in one family. 

Therefore, in this study, the researcher will control influencing factors and involve family in the CR program 

to enhance self-efficacy and health behaviors, as well as overcome the barriers. Family has a powerful 

influence on lessening barriers and enhancing self-efficacy [15]. Previous research proved that family 

participation in exercise together with patients would increase patient’s confidence and lessen anxiety when 

compared with those whose family only observed [16].  

In addition to health behaviors, the AHA recommended the control and maintenance of body weight, 

cholesterol, blood pressure, and blood glucose levels for patients who participate in CR program [7],[17]. 

Savage, Sanderson, Brown, Berra, and Ades [18] reported that clinical outcomes will provide important 

information to guide the treatment. Essentially, measuring clinical outcomes is a critical element for 

optimizing treatment in a CR program and monitoring the risk factors of a cardiac event [7]. For this reasons, 

this study developed and tested the effects of a family based self-efficacy program on health behaviors and 

clinical outcomes among MI patients. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

2.1. Setting and sample 

The sample of this study was 60 patients with MI and the selected family members. MI patients 

were recruited from the CICU (Cardiac Intensive Care Unit) or the HCCU (High Cardiac Care Unit) of 

Hasan Sadikin Hospital, West Java Province, Indonesia. A family member was defined as a blood relative, 

spouse, or other family member who currently lived with the patient and not included family helper. The 

sample of MI patients was selected using the following inclusion criteria: 1) aged >18 years old; 2) have no 

cognitive impairment; 3) agree to participate in the study; 4) able to communicate in Indonesian language; 5) 

have a family member who is able to participate throughout the program; 6) live at home with family after 

discharge from the hospital; 7) available for a telephone follow-up and visit to the OPD; 9) have stable 

hemodynamic levels; and 10) have no chest pain or dyspnea. This study was conducted from October, 23 

2014 to March, 10 2015. 

 

2.2.  Sampling procedures 
Convenience sampling was used as the sampling procedure of this study. The patients who 

consented to participate in the study were randomized with the modified stratified-block method. 

Randomization was stratified according to gender (two levels: male, and female) and age (two levels: ≤ 65 

years old, and > 65 years old). With these two covariates, there were four possible strata. Then, proportional 

allocation was conducted by calculating the percentage of each stratum from the population, and the number 

of sample in each stratum was calculated by using the total sample of 60 patients [19]. The number of 

samples and covariate between the control group and the experimental group were equal. Patients who agreed 

to participated in the study were identified the characteristics and allocated into one stratum that met with the 

characteristics. The simple randomization was then conducted in-group of each stratum to determine the 

participant’s assignment into the experimental group or the control group by flipping the coin. When the head 

appeared, the patient was assigned into experimental group, while tail appeared; the patient was assigned into 

control group. The process was continued until all blocks were filled with the set number of samples.  
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2.3. Data analysis 

The researcher used descriptive and inferential statistics to analyze the data. Descriptive statistics 

was used to analyze and describe the demographic data and health information of the patients. The 

independent t – test was used to test the mean score differences between the experimental group and the 

control group. Accordingly, the paired t – test was used to test the mean score differences within the 

experimental group, before and after receiving the program. 

 

2.4. Data collection tool 

2.4.1. Demographic data and health related questionnaire (DDHQ) 
The DDHQ consists of two components, namely the patient’s information and the health related 

data, and the family’s information and health related data. The patient’s information and health related data 

were age, gender, BMI, marital status, level of education, monthly incomes, occupation, and number of 

hospitalizations, types of MI, treatment, and medication. The Family’s information and health related data 

composed of age, gender, marital status, monthly incomes, education level, occupation, relationship with the 

patient, family history, experience in taking care of a patient with MI, and the level of confidence for taking 

care of a patient with MI. 

 

2.4.2. Modified myocardial infarction health behaviors questionnaire (Modified MIHBQ) 
The Modified MIHBQ is a self-reported health behaviors questionnaire that was developed by 

Ahyana [11] based on the American Heart Association and American Association of Cardiovascular and 

Pulmonary Rehabilitation. The components of modified MIHBQ consisted of five subscales of health 

behaviors: 1) dietary modification; 2) exercise; 3) medication adherence; 4) stress management; and 5) 

smoking cessation. The score was rated as 1= never, 2 = sometimes, 3 = often, and 4 = routinely. Except the 

negative questions (2, 4, 5, 6, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 30, 31, 32, 33), the score was reversed. The total score 

ranges from 34 to 136. Higher scores indicate more frequent performance of health behaviors. 

 

2.4.3. Self-Efficacy in Cardiac Health Behaviors Scale (SECHBS).  

Self-efficacy was measured by the Self-Efficacy in Cardiac Health Behaviors Scale (SECHBS). The 

SECHBS which has five sub-scales was modified by the researcher based on the self-efficacy theory and 

cardiac rehabilitation guideline established by the American Heart Association (AHA) [7],[20]. The patient’s 

self-confidence can be rated on a scale of 0 to 10. The higher score refers to a more confident state to perform 

various cardiac health behaviors.  

 

2.4.4. Clinical outcomes parameters 
The clinical outcomes that were assessed in this study: were blood pressure (BP), blood glucose, 

cholesterol, and BMI. BP was measured by a mercury sphygmomanometer as recommended by the AHA. 

BMI was calculated by measuring the height and the weight of the patient using a digital weight scale 

provided by the hospital. Blood glucose and cholesterol were measured at the hospital laboratory. In order to 

get an accurate value of blood glucose and cholesterol levels, the patients were instructed to take nothing 

orally except water and medication for 12 hours before the test.  

 

2.5. Intervention 

This five-week program for MI patients was developed by the researcher based on the integration of 

the self-efficacy theory, the concept of family support and the American Heart Association’s (AHA) 

recommendations of a CR program. The program comprised of two sessions: the in-hospital sessions and the 

follow-up sessions. In-hospital sessions were delivered two days and consisted of an introductory meeting 

with family member, and two times meetings. The activities consisted of educational and sharing session, 

vicarious experience video about MI patients who have had success in performing health behaviors, 

facilitated patients, and family to understand normal sensations and possible minor physical discomforts, 

demonstrated breathing for relaxation and exercise. Follow up session was undertaken weekly by telephone 

calls to discuss obstacles and strategies used to overcome these obstacles, followed by affirmation of the 

patient’s efforts and successes. 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1. The demographic and health related characteristics of the patients 

The demographic and health related characteristics of the patients presented in Table 1.  

 

 

Table 1. The Differences of Patients Demographic Characteristics of the Experimental 

and the Control Groups (N =  60) 

Characteristic 

Experimental Group 

(n = 30) 

Control Group 

(n = 30) 
Statistic 

values 
p-value 

n % n % 

Age (year)  Mean = 56.87 SD = 9.65 Mean = 55.80 SD = 8.96 .44 b .659 

(Min – Max) = (37 - 79)     

Gender     .09a .754 

  Male 24 80.0% 23 76.7%   

  Female 6 20.0% 7 23.3%   

Marital status      .24d .038* 

Married 27 90.0% 30 100%   

Widower/ Widow 3 10.0% 0 0.0%   

Educational Level     3.50c .478 

No schooling 3 10.0% 2 6.7%   

Elementary school 3 10.0% 8 26.7%   

Junior high school 5 16.7% 4 13.3%   

High School 12 40.0% 12 40.0%   

College or higher 7 23.3% 4 13.3%   

Monthly expense     3.06a .376 

< 1million IDR  

(< 76.97 USD) 
6 20.0% 10 33.3%   

1 - 2 million IDR 

(76.97 – 153.93 USD) 
9 30.0% 8 26.7%   

2-4 million IDR 

(153.93 - 307.87 USD) 
5 16.7% 7 23.3%   

> 4million IDR 

(> 307.87 USD) 
10 33.3% 5 16.7%   

Occupation     4.87c .432 

Entrepreneur 10 33.3% 10 33.3%   

Government employee 4 13.3% 3 10.0%   

Private sector employee 4 13.3% 2 6.7%   

Farmer 0 0.0% 1 3.3%   

Unemployed / retired 12 40.0% 14 46.7%   

Number of hospitalization     8.74c .033* 

1 16 53.3% 23 76.7%   

2 6 20.0% 6 20.0%   

3 4 13.3% 1 3.3%   

>3 4 13.3% 0 0.0%   

Types of MI     .11a .739 

STEMI 25 83.3% 24 80.0%   

NSTEMI 5 16.7% 6 20.0%   

MI Treatment     1.93a .165 

Medication 7 23.3% 12 40.0%   

PCI 23 76.7% 18 60.0%   

 

 

Table 1 presents that the demographic and health related characteristics of the patients in the control 

and the experimental group were not significantly different (p > .05), except for marital status and the 

number of hospitalizations. 
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3.2. The demographic characteristics of the patients’ family members  

Table 2 shows that the demographic characteristics of the patients’ family members in the control 

and the experimental group were not significantly different (p > .05). The majority of patients’ family 

members (93.3%) in the experimental group and (96.7%) in the control group had no experience in taking 

care of patients with heart disease. The mean score of family member’s self-efficacy in take care of the 

patient was 6.47 (SD = 1.81) in the experimental group and 6.63 (SD = 2.02) in the control group before 

receiving the intervention. 

 

 

Table 2. The Differences of the Family Members Demographic Characteristics of the Experimental 

and the Control Groups (N = 60) 

Characteristic 

Experimental Group 

(n = 30) 

Control Group 

(n = 30) 
Statistic 

values 
p-value 

n % n % 

Age (year)  Mean = 45.73 SD = 12.95 Mean = 45.43 SD = 9.94 .10b .920 

(Min – Max) = (18 - 73) 

Gender     .39d .389 
Male 2 6.7% 4 13.3%   

Female 28 93.3% 26 86.7%   

Educational Level     2.32c .678 
No schooling 0 0.0% 1 3.3%   

Elementary school 3 10.0% 5 16.7%   
Junior high school 6 20.0% 5 16.7%   

High School 14 46.7% 14 46.7%   

College 7 23.3% 5 16.7%   
Family relationship     2.35c .308 

Wife 24 80.0% 20 66.7%   

Husband 0 0.0% 1 3.3%   
Child 6 20.0% 9 30.0%   

Family history     .00a 1.000 

Yes 16 53.3% 16 53.3%   
No 14  46.7% 14 46.7%   

Family experience     1.00d .554 

Yes 2 6.7% 1 3.3%   
No 28  93.3% 29 96.7%   

Family self-efficacy Mean = 6.47  SD = 1.81 Mean = 6.63 SD = 2.02 -.34b .738 

 

 

3.3. The effect of the family-based self-efficacy enhancing cardiac rehabilitation program on self-

efficacy in cardiac health behaviors before and after intervention for the experimental group 

Table 3 presents that the mean score of self-efficacy of the patients in the experimental group was 

significantly better (t = -3.83, p < .05) after receiving the intervention (M = 43.43, SD = 3.09) than before 

receiving the intervention (M = 35.77, SD = 5.94). The subscales of self-efficacy of patients in the 

experimental group after receiving the intervention were also significantly better than before receiving the 

intervention (p < .05). These subscales included medication adherence efficacy, exercise efficacy, stress 

management efficacy, dietary efficacy, and smoking cessation efficacy. 

 

 

Table 3. Comparison of the Self-efficacy Scores Before and After Intervention for the Experimental Group 

using Paired T-test (N = 30) 

Self-efficacy 
Before intervention After intervention 

t p-value 
M SD M SD 

Total Self-efficacy 35.77 5.94 43.43 3.09 -3.83 .012 

Medication adherence efficacy 7.70 2.28 9.20 0.85 -3.83 .009 

Exercise efficacy 6.37 2.40 8.40 1.25 -5.60 .001 
Stress management efficacy 6.37 1.97 7.80 1.54 -4.29 .007 

Dietary efficacy 6.63 2.11 8.37 1.35 -5.12 .008 

Smoking cessation efficacy 8.70 2.09 9.67 0.76 -7.89 .000 
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3.4. The effect of the family-based self-efficacy enhancing cardiac rehabilitation program on self-

efficacy in cardiac health behaviors in the experimental group and the control group 

Table 4 describes that the mean scores of self-efficacy in cardiac health behaviors before receiving 

the intervention were not significantly better (p > .05) in the experimental group (M = 35.77, SD = 5.94) than 

those in the control group (M = 33.57, SD = 9.44). After receiving the intervention, the mean scores of self-

efficacy in cardiac health behaviors were significantly better (t = 6.03, p < .05) in the experimental group (M 

= 43.43, SD = 3.09) than those in the control group (M = 35.17, SD = 6.85). 

 

 

Table 4. Comparison of the Self-efficacy in the Experimental and the Control Groups 

using Independent T-test (N = 60) 

Self-efficacy 

Experimental Group 
(n = 30) 

Control Group 
(n = 30) t p-value 

M SD M SD 

Before intervention       

Total Self-efficacy 35.77 5.94 33.57 9.44 1.08 .285 
Medication adherence efficacy 7.70 2.28 6.90 2.43 1.32 .193 

Exercise efficacy 6.37 2.39 5.77 2.88 0.88 .384 

Stress management efficacy 6.37 1.98 6.13 2.14 0.44 .663 
Dietary efficacy 6.63 2.11 6.47 1.79 0.33 .743 

Smoking cessation efficacy 8.70 2.09 8.30 2.89 0.61 .541 

After intervention       
Total Self-efficacy 43.43 3.09 35.17 6.85 6.03 .000 

Medication adherence efficacy 9.20 0.85 7.43 1.59 5.37 .000 
Exercise efficacy 8.40 1.25 6.23 2.59 4.12 .000 

Stress management efficacy 7.80 1.54 6.47 1.57 3.32 .002 

Dietary efficacy 8.37 1.35 6.20 1.52 5.84 .000 
Smoking cessation efficacy 9.67 0.76 8.83 1.93 2.20 .032 

 

 

3.5. The effect of the family-based self-efficacy enhancing cardiac rehabilitation program on health 

behaviors before and after intervention for the experimental group 

Table 5 shows that the mean scores of health behaviors of the patients in the experimental group 

after receiving the intervention were significantly better than before receiving the intervention (p < .05). 

These health behaviors included medication adherence, exercise behaviors, stress management, and smoking 

cessation. In contrast, dietary behavior of the patients in the experimental group after receiving the 

intervention was not significantly better (t = -1.24, p > .05) than before receiving the intervention.  

 

 

Table 5. Comparison of the Health Behaviors Scores Before and After Intervention for the Experimental 

Group using Paired T-test (N = 30) 

Health behaviors 
Before intervention After intervention 

t p-value 
M SD M SD 

Total health behaviors 95.13 10.75 118.47 5.72 -11.77 .000 
Medication adherence 21.73 3.11 23.07 1.39 -2.60 .014 

Exercise behaviors 22.30 4.76 25.07 4.86 -3.31 .003 

Dietary behaviors 25.63 3.47 26.63 2.67 -1.24 .224 
Stress management 18.17 2.72 20.27 1.99 -3.37 .002 

Smoking cessation 20.20 5.95 22.87 1.25 -2.61 .014 
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3.6. The effect of the family-based self-efficacy enhancing cardiac rehabilitation program on health 

behaviors in the experimental group and the control group 

Table 6 presents that the mean scores of health behaviors before receiving the intervention were not 

significantly better in the experimental group than that in the control group (p > .05). After receiving the 

intervention, the mean scores of health behaviors in the experimental group were significantly better than that 

in the control group (p < .05). These health behaviors included medication adherence, exercise behaviors, 

dietary behaviors, stress management, and smoking cessation. 

 

 

Table 6. Comparison of the Health Behaviors in the Experimental and the Control Groups 

using Independent t-test (N = 60) 

Health Behaviors 

Experimental Group 

(n = 30) 

Control Group 

(n = 30) t p-value 

M SD M SD 

Before intervention Group       

Total health behaviors 95.13 10.75 93.70 14.06 0.44 .659 

Medication adherence 21.73 3.11 19.93 2.73 2.38 .020 
Exercise behaviors 22.30 4.76 17.90 4.19 3.79 .000 

Dietary behaviors 25.63 3.47 18.97 4.67 6.27 .000 

Stress management 18.17 2.72 17.60 3.26 0.73 .468 
Smoking cessation 20.20 5.95 19.07 5.53 0.76 .448 

After intervention       
Total health behaviors 118.47 5.72 97.83 10.97 9.13 .000 

Medication adherence 23.07 1.39 19.83 2.57 6.06 .000 

Exercise behaviors 25.07 4.86 18.97 4.67 4.96 .000 
Dietary behaviors 26.63 2.67 22.33 3.01 5.85 .000 

Stress management 20.27 1.99 17.27 3.14 4.41 .000 

Smoking cessation 22.87 1.25 19.43 4.83 3.77 .000 

 

 

3.7. The effect of the family-based self-efficacy enhancing cardiac rehabilitation program on the 

clinical outcomes before and after intervention for the experimental group 

Table 7 describes that the clinical outcomes of the patients in the experimental group after receiving 

the intervention such as fasting blood glucose, total cholesterol, LDL, triglyceride, and BMI were 

significantly better than before receiving the intervention ( p < .05). In contrast, the mean scores of HDL, 

systolic blood pressure, and diastolic blood pressure of the patients in the experimental group after receiving 

the intervention were not significantly better than before receiving the intervention (p > .05). 

 

 

Table 7. Comparison of the Clinical Outcomes Scores Before and After Intervention of the Experimental 

Group using Paired T-Test (N = 30) 

Clinical Outcomes 
Before intervention After intervention 

t p-value 
M SD M SD 

Systolic 128.87 29.98 120.33 13.77 1.83 .078 

Diastolic 72.13 10.90 74.63 6.79 -1.12 .273 
Fasting blood glucose 120.83 42.58 98.10 14.74 3.01 .005 

Total Cholesterol 190.03 40.18 149.87 26.34 5.40 .000 

LDL 124.93 45.28 90.00 24.58 4.76 .000 
HDL 43.60 12.18 42.77 8.99 0.32 .749 

Triglyceride 155.37 105.29 113.37 26.13 2.41 .022 

BMI 24.40 2.57 24.05 2.53 2.91 .007 

 

 

3.8. The effect of the family-based self-efficacy enhancing cardiac rehabilitation program on the 

clinical outcomes in the experimental group and the control group 

Table 8 shows that the mean scores of the clinical outcomes in the experimental group and the 

control group before receiving the intervention were not significantly different (p > .05). After receiving the 

intervention, the mean scores of the clinical outcomes of the experimental group were significantly better 

than in the control group (p < .05), especially for total cholesterol, LDL, and triglyceride. In contrast, the 

mean score of BP, fasting blood glucose, HDL and BMI in the experimental group after receiving the 

intervention were not significantly better than the control group (p > .05). 
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Table 4. Comparison of the Clinical Outcomes in the Experimental and the Control Groups 

using Independent T-test (N = 60) 

Clinical Outcomes 

Experimental Group 

(n = 30) 

Control Group 

(n = 30) t p-value 

M SD M SD 

Before intervention       

Systolic 128.87 29.98 121.93 21.83 1.02 .310 

Diastolic 72.13 10.90 71.40 11.38 0.25 .800 
Fasting blood glucose 120.83 42.58 110.70 19.95 1.18 .243 

Total Cholesterol 190.03 40.18 191.23 38.11 -0.12 .906 

LDL 124.93 45.28 131.33 35.79 -0.61 .546 
HDL 43.60 12.18 39.90 9.55 1.31 .196 

Triglyceride 155.37 105.29 171.83 69.70 -0.71 .478 

BMI 24.40 2.57 24.39 3.70 0.01 .988 
After intervention        

Systolic 120.33 13.77 126.00 19.05 -1.32 .192 

Diastolic 74.63 6.79 76.67 9.59 -0.95 .347 
Fasting blood glucose 98.10 14.74 106.50 32.27 -1.29 .200 

Total Cholesterol 149.87 26.34 185.87 33.48 -4.63 .000 

LDL 90.00 24.58 123.67 29.31 -4.82 .000 
HDL 42.77 8.99 46.77 15.29 -1.23 .222 

Triglyceride 113.37 26.13 166.40 71.67 -3.81 .000 

BMI 24.05 2.53 24.22 3.84 -0.21 .834 

 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

4.1. Self-efficacy in cardiac health behaviors.  

Self-efficacy of MI patients in the experimental group after receiving the intervention was 

significantly better than before receiving the intervention (Table 3). The positive outcomes on self-efficacy 

after the patients had received the intervention were related to four sources of self-efficacy that were used to 

develop the program including mastery experience, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, and 

physiological and emotional responses. In this study, mastery experience was facilitated through involving 

the patients in exercise and practice to measure their pulse rates before and after exercise. Mastery experience 

can minimize the perception of barriers, increase tolerance, give a sense of accomplishment and build 

confidence in the ability to perform healthy behaviors [21].  

The vicarious experience was provided through a video about MI patients who have succeeded in 

performing health behaviors and successful of family member in providing support for patient to perform 

health behaviors. The models in the video had the same characteristics as most of the patients in this study 

(gender, age, medical condition, and therapy) to represent the patients’ condition. Verbal persuasion was 

utilized by providing educational and sharing sessions involving the patient’s family. Hiltunen, Winder, Rait, 

Buselli, and Al [22] also reported that encouragement and patient education was effective to promote self-

efficacy of health behavior after a cardiac event. The physiological and emotional responses were provided 

with information about normal sensations and any possible physical discomforts. They were also taught the 

strategies to reduce any feeling of discomfort to encourage a more positive emotional state.  

 

4.2. Health behaviors 

The health behaviors of the experimental group after receiving the intervention were significantly 

better than before receiving the intervention (Table 5). In addition, the health behaviors after receiving the 

intervention in the experimental group were significantly better than that of the control group (table 6). It is 

possible that the results were influenced by features of the program that included: (1) developing based on 

sources of self-efficacy; (2) involving family members to promote health behaviors; (3) initiating during the 

inpatient phase when patients perceived a high health risk after a cardiac event and are more motivated to 

learn; (4) continuing with a phone follow-up session after discharge to monitor and provide reinforcement on 

health behaviors.  

In this study, the increasing self-efficacy in cardiac health behaviors score in MI patients was 

immediately followed by an increase in the health behaviors scores. The result was consistent with previous 

research that reported people with high self-efficacy are more likely to adopt advantageous health behaviors 

than are those with low self-efficacy [23]. In the study of Kang et al [8] cardiac self-efficacy showed the 

greatest effect on health behaviors as well. Previous studies strongly concurred with the result of the present 

study that revealed self-efficacy can determine health behaviors.  

Regarding medication adherence, the results were congruent with previous studies that reported 

better results in medication adherence after the patients had participated in cardiac rehabilitation [11],[24]. 

Family involvement in the program was essential for the success of medication adherence to provide 
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instrumental and informational support for promoting medication adherence. In performing exercise 

behavior, some patients still reported barriers in performing exercise such as symptoms of heart disease, 

weather, and lack of time. However, family involvement in exercise regularly helped the patients to be more 

motivated to perform exercise behavior, adjust to the barriers and have their own strategies to overcome these 

barriers.  

Regarding dietary behavior, a previous study also reported similar results in that dietary behavior 

was not significantly change and stable over a long period of time [25]. Dietary behavior was reported as the 

common barrier experienced by the patients due to individual dietary habits that related to culture which need 

to be adapted for change. Approximately 65% of the Indonesian population tends to consume diet with sweet 

food and 25% of the population consumes high salty food [26]. Therefore, the eating culture in a family 

should be adjusted to meet individualized culturally appropriate dietary modifications [27] in order to support 

dietary behavior.  

The program has significant effect on stress management that were associated with the family 

involvement in providing emotional support. Previous research reported that emotional or psychological 

stress potentially contributes to poorer adherence to other health behaviors after MI [28]. Smoking cessation 

behavior in the present study was significantly changed. The reduction in number of smokers in this study 

was advantageous in reducing the risk of MI [29]. 

 

4.3. Clinical outcomes.  

In the present study, the effectiveness of the program on blood pressure (BP) was not significant. 

Previous studies revealed that BP did not fall significantly when patients take less than 80% of their 

prescribed medication. Somehow, in the present study the patients reported having significantly better 

medication adherence behavior. Hence, the results in the present study revealed as the impact of normal level 

of BP in most of the patients at baseline. In the present study, total cholesterol, LDL, and triglyceride of the 

experimental group after receiving the intervention were significantly better than before receiving the 

intervention and better than that of the control group. These findings are congruent with the results of the 

study conducted by Jiang et al [24] which reported total cholesterol, LDL, and triglycerides showed 

significantly greater reduction in the experimental group.  

Unfortunately, the effect of the program did not show significant results on HDL. A similar 

phenomenon was also observed from the study conducted by Kang et al [8] in that HDL levels were not 

statistically significant between two groups related to the lower efficacy of lipid-lowering drugs in 

influencing HDL. Patients in the present study were taking lipid-lowering drugs at hospital discharge. The 

results could be influenced by the effect of types of lipid-lowering drugs including generic and branded drugs 

that were not controlled. However, the levels of cholesterol were not affected by the types of lipid-lowering 

drugs if the patients not adhere to the medication. Accordingly, the significant changes of medication 

adherence efficacy and medication adherence behavior score of the patients in the experimental group after 

receiving the intervention also contributed on the better level of cholesterol. Moreover, the program involved 

the family to support the patients on behavior change. Additionally, in this study, the efficacy of drugs on 

HDL and types of the lipid-lowering drugs need to be investigated more to prove the true effect of the 

program on the clinical outcomes.   

The result shows that 63.3% of the patients had a normal score of BMI. In the present study, BMI of 

the experimental group after receiving the intervention was not significantly better than the control group. 

The finding was similar with the report by Jiang et al [24]. The result might be related with the normal score 

of BMI in most of patients at baseline, and also the effect of insignificant better results on dietary behavior. 

Patients may control their diet such as restricting their fat and cholesterol intake which appears to have a 

significant effect on cholesterol levels. However, the patients showed a lack of attention in restricting their 

carbohydrate intake or some even ate more. In the present study, fasting blood glucose of the intervention 

group was significantly better after receiving the intervention but not significantly better than the control 

group. It may be related to the eating culture of Indonesian people where rice is the daily main food and rice 

create high carbohydrate and glucose. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS  
The findings of this study clearly indicate the positive effect of family based self-efficacy enhancing 

cardiac rehabilitation program on self-efficacy, health behaviors, and some clinical outcomes in MI patients 

such as fasting blood glucose, total cholesterol, LDL, triglyceride, and BMI except for systolic and diastolic 

blood pressure, and HDL levels. This study indicated that encouraging MI patients and family members to 

adopt CR program and continue implement in their daily life is beneficial for MI patients. Health care 

providers should concern more in promoting the CR programs. 
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